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2009  was an exhilarating year for WIOMSA as we set 
our sights on the 6th scientific symposium in La Réunion. The 
6th Symposium was both memorable and a massive success! 
This was a triumph over the monumental challenges involved 
in organizing a symposium of that scale and magnitude.  The 
dedicated work of the local organizing team in La Réunion helped 
to ensure that the more than 450 symposium participants were 
well taken care of. 

The WIOMSA Symposium has gained traction as an indispensable 
platform for the exchange of experiences and knowledge on coastal and marine issues; an exciting launch pad for new 
projects, networks, research collaborations and other partnerships; and the promoter of a collegial atmosphere around 
researching and managing marine issues in our region. These were reflected in the increased contribution by participants 
and their institutions towards symposium costs, the record number of participants, the presence of renowned scientists, 
the organization of roundtable discussions on burning issues, and finally, the diversity of participants. The latter was 
noteworthy and included researchers, decision makers, social and biophysical scientists, coastal practitioners and senior 
representatives of organizations such as  UNEP, IOC/UNESCO, IUCN, WWF, WSC, Birdlife International, the Aga Khan 
foundation, and of regional programs such as ReCoMaP, WIO-LaB, SWIOFP and ASCLME..  

Change was the hallmark for 2009 as we ushered in a new Board of Trustees. The results of the vote for the new Board were 
announced at the 4th General Assembly on the 28th of August. This was the first ever election where only paid-up WIOMSA 
members and student members were allowed to vote. 

I was unanimously elected the President of the Board in November. I would like to thank my fellow Board members for the 
trust they have placed in me to lead the Association over the coming years. I feel honoured and privileged to serve all the 
members of WIOMSA in this capacity. 

I also wish to express my thanks to Nyawira Muthiga and the previous Board (of which I was a member) for their commitment 
and dedication during their tenure. It was under their guidance and watch that WIOMSA continued to grow and have an 
impact at different levels of governance. 

Our commitment to supporting research in priority issues and improving coastal livelihoods remains a top concern. In this 
light I am proud to announce that WIOMSA has designed and launched a new and innovative project on the assessment of 
climate change impacts and adaptation options with the financial support of Sida.  An exciting project in the “green energy” 
sector will, with funding from ReCoMaP, develop low-cost, environmentally-friendly windmills for the generation of electricity 
in coastal communities. Although 2009 marked the official wrap up of the SUCCESS Program, a number of activities from 
this program have been taken up by ReCoMaP and other partners. 

WIOMSA’s unique and world-class WIO-COMPAS program continues to thrive. I have taken a personal interest in this program 
because I believe it has a vital role to play in building capacity, excellence and effectiveness in MPAs. The highlights of this 
program in 2009 include endorsement by IUCN’s World Commission on Protected Areas-Marine (IUCN WCPA-Marine). The 
program offered its first certification in French, successfully addressing one of our goals to remove language as a barrier 
in recognizing professional achievements. WIO-COMPAS also took a significant step forward in building national support 
to the programme by training eight regional experts as assessors, of which I am one. This report highlights the story of the 
first WIO-COMPAS certified professionals -MPA PROs - a year after their certification.

In our quest to spread the message, disseminate scientific results to a wider audience and influence decision makers, user 
groups and other stakeholders, we re-launched the WIOMSA Blog and the WIOMSA Magazine in 2009. I have felt that these 
forms of popular communication, so often underrated by our community of scientists, have such urgency for WIOMSA and 
its future that I have taken on the co-editorship of the magazine. 

All these are activities were, and continue to be, undertaken with the passion, commitment, assistance and generous 
support of our partners, donors and members. Without all of you we could not have attained the tremendous heights 
reached in 2009. We on the Board and at the Secretariat are extremely grateful to you. I cannot conclude without thanking 
our indefatigable and irreplaceable Executive Secretary Julius Francis as well as his loyal and unflagging team at the 
Secretariat. Thank you for your stupendous work.

We hope you enjoy the read.
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The 6th WIOMSA scientific symposium was jointly organized with l’Université 
de la Réunion, IFREMER and IRD. The Réunion symposium, held between the 
24th and the 29th of August 2009, was one of the largest and most diverse 
symposiums ever held by WIOMSA. It drew a total of 470 participants from 25 
different nationalities. 123 institutions were represented at the symposium, 43 
of which were universities. A total of 258 students benefited from partial and full 
grants to attend the symposium.  
In keeping with past symposiums tradition on delivery of high scientific quality, 
the Réunion event did not disappoint. It had a rich scientific program consisting 

“Th e organising committee did a fantastic job, with a wide 
range of subjects being explored through the presentations 
and posters. Th ere was also a wide variety of free books 
and DVD’s ... the abundance of food made Elke wish she 
had packed trousers with an elastic waistband.” Marine 

Conservation Society Seychelles (MCSS) Newsletter

of 40 sessions in which some 170 oral presentations were delivered and 226 
posters displayed. The overall theme for the symposium was “The Millennium 
Challenge: How Marine Science and Management Meet Development Goals”. 
Other themes included climate change and acidification of the ocean, marine 
biodiversity and its evolution, sustainable fisheries, species bio indicators, 
the social-economic uses of marine resources, marine protected areas, the 
ecology and conservation of endangered marine species. Prominent scientists 
graced the occasion; delivering six key note presentations. Three round table 
discussions were convened by panellists around on current issues affecting the 
Western Indian Ocean region. The round table topics were “Identification and 
strengthening of links between management of coastal and marine resources and 
government’ policies on poverty reduction and economic growth”; “Conservation 
of coastal and marine environment: Are we winning?” and lastly “Climate change: 
Implications on human health, the environment and the economy.”

Each WIOMSA symposium generally offers a new concept and Reunion was no 
different in this aspect. The Regional Council of Reunion played a very active role 
in the symposium, sponsoring a large number of activities including the student 
awards and the symposium photo competition in which they offered Euros 
10,000 as cash prizes for the winners; a first in the history of symposium awards 

“.....Newly introduced aspects of round table discussions 
shows how WIOMSA has evolved and seem quite useful in 
getting participants to meet. ..... Key note presentations were 
excellent- regionally relevant, presented regionally relevant 
themes and were globally up to date.” Nyawira Muthiga 

WIOMSA President 2002-2009.

and competitions. The award ceremony was such a key part of the Symposium 
that the Regional Council made available its ‘house of representatives’ chamber 
for that purpose. It was indeed a great honour accorded by the Council to the 
winners of all competitions, WIOMSA Board members, members of the Scientific 
Committee, and other dignitaries as this chamber generally seats only the 
cabinet and elected government representatives of La Réunion! The President of 
Regional Council, Paul Vergès, was the Guest of Honour at the closing ceremony 
and he presented prizes to a number of lucky winners. The closing ceremony 
was followed by the sumptuous cocktail hosted by the Regional Council. The 
overall best student award went to Ando Rabearisoa from Madagascar. The oral 
presentation awards went to Ando, Emily Darling, Innocent Wanyonyi, Ambroise 
Brenier, Eric Mörk, Maryke Ferriera, Lola Masse, Christina Hicks and Leonard 
Chauka. Leal Miguel, Sophie Kohler, Jamal Mahafina and John Mungai took 
home awards for the best student posters. 
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“Results emanating from the research carried out by WIOMSA are very decisive in determining 
what elements should lead us in our search for solutions to our common problems. In these times 
when the world is reeling from the combined eff orts of environmental and climate change, the 
global economic crisis coupled with population growth, the scientifi c tool has become more vital 
than ever in decision making and in meeting these contemporary challenges.” Mr. Paul Vergès, 

President, Regional Council of Reunion.

Mike Olendo went in WIOMSA’s annals with his winning shot of craggy Kiunga 
fishermen holding aloft a rare live baby dugong. The second prize in the photo 
competition was awarded to Hendrik Sauvignet for his depiction of a village child 
drawing a marine turtle in the sand. His photo was taken during the “Nyamba 
competition 2009”, a marine turtle drawing competition which has been held on 
Itsamia Beach in Comoros for the past 10 years. Alain Diringer took third place 
for his striking shot of a Blacktip grouper carnivorously gobbling a butterfly fish. 

p rov ides excel lent  backdrop for  the
6th WIOMSA Symposium

Photographs ABOVE and BELOW: WIOMSA
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The Symposium: Scient is ts ’  reunion in La Réunion

Many would agree that the 6th symposium was a success at 
several levels. First, it succeeded in gathering representatives 
of many countries and different backgrounds. Secondly it 
allowed for open interaction between students, upcoming 
and prominent scientists. The students, in particular, benefited 
from the presence of several keynote speakers who presented 
during the forum. The result of such a process is the improved 
scientific quality emanating from the collaboration between 
senior researchers students and lecturers. Another positive 
aspect of this congress is the wide range of research subjects 
that were presented. Lastly, for the first time ever in the history 
of the symposium, there were round table discussions amongst 
peers on current issues affecting the Western Indian Ocean 
region. Participants to the congress expressed their satisfaction 
and delight at the warm welcome and the facilities that were 
made available for their use by their hosts in Reunion.

“Ladies and gentlemen, I notice with great 
interest that climate change takes a signifi cant 
part of this Scientifi c Symposium, special 
sessions as well as included in many other 
presentations, and I am quite convinced that 
WIOMSA is very well positioned to take up 
the challenge as a key player in the region in 
relation to research and advocacy on climate 
change ... I would like to with this 6th WIOMSA 
Scientifi c Symposium as well as the General 
Assembly of the Association all the best.” Claes 

Kjellstrom, Policy Specialist, Research, Sida.

“Th e scientifi c programme was rich in content 
and covered a remarkably wide diversity of 
topics, in both oral and poster presentations. 
Marine turtles were well represented – 
alongside related subjects, such as community-
based conservation, socio-economics, fi sheries 
management, marine protected areas, and 
marine ecology.” IOSEA Turtle Task Force 

Newsletter

(cont inued . . . /3)

Photographs ABOVE and BELOW: WIOMSA



In 2009, WIOMSA won two grants from Sida and European 
Union-funded project, ReCoMaP to implement projects 
on “Climate Change in coastal and marine environment of 
the Western Indian Ocean region: Assessment of Impacts 
and Adaptation Options” and “Development of low cost, 
environmentally friendly energy to improve efficiency in 
current mariculture systems in selected villages in Tanzania”, 
respectively.

Cl imate Change in Coastal  and 
Mar ine Envi ronment of  the WIO region

The overarching goal of the project is “to undertake multi-
disciplinary research to fill information gaps needed for the 
improvement of our understanding of impacts and vulnerability 
to climate change in coastal and marine environments of the 
Western Indian Ocean region. The information generated 
will be used to identify adaptation measures and to support 
strategy development for adaptation. It is also intended that the 
information be directed into initiatives to reduce vulnerability to 
climate-related impacts and to assist in building the resilience 
of coastal communities and environments to climate change. 
Other aspects included in the goal are identifying of priority 
research needs for climate change in the region as well as 

supporting capacity building in climate change research 
through providing research funds to conduct research. 
The sub-objectives of the project are to: 

•   Improve our understanding of impacts and vulnerability  
to climate change within coastal and marine environments 
(including both the biophysical environment as well as the 
socio-economic one) of the Western Indian Ocean region; 
•   Use the outcomes of research and assessments to provide 
a prioritized list of research, development, and adaptation 
targets for use by policy makers, resource managers and other 
key regional stakeholders; 
•   Improve the ability within the region to articulate adaptation 
measures and to identify steps towards implementing them 
•   Increase awareness amongst the decision-makers and 
general public of climate change impacts on the coastal and 
marine environment such that the pathways to sustainable 
adaptation are made more achievable to local conditions and 
needs; 
•   Deliver a regional assessment and analysis that is suitable 
for application in global discussions and initiatives such that 
the WIO region is better represented and described; 
•   Strengthen the capacity of WIOMSA to play a key role in 
addressing climate change in the WIO region. 

New Projects

Photograph: Alain Diringer, Amblyeleotris latifasciata and “Snapping shrimps: Alpheus species.” Desert de Gobies, La Réunion 
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By the end of 2009, two activities of the project had been 
implemented. These were:

•   The Roundtable Discussion on “Climate change and the 
Western Indian Ocean: Implications for human health, the 
environment and the economy”, was held in August 27-28, 
2009 during the Sixth WIOMSA Scientific Symposium that was 
held in Reunion. The discussion was well attended and resulted 
in a brief but comprehensive document that summarizes the 
current status of knowledge on the impacts of climate change 
on human health, the environment, and the economy in the 
Western Indian Ocean region by describing the trends, key 
impacts, and potential vulnerabilities of different communities 
and ecosystems to future climate change.
•   Based on priorities identified in the roundtable discussion as 
well as keynote presentations and in the technical sessions of 
the Symposium, a special call for full proposals on “Implications 
of Climate Change for natural and social systems in (the coastal 
and marine areas of) the Western Indian Ocean region” was 
prepared. The Call was announced in November 2009 and the 
deadline for submission of proposals was 22 January 2010.

Designing of  low cost  wind turbines

WIOMSA won its fourth ReCoMaP grant for implementation of 
the project on “Development of low cost, environmentally
friendly energy to improve efficiency in current mariculture 
systems in selected villages in Tanzania”. The overall objective
of the project is designing, developing and using wind turbines 
for generation power to pump water and produce electricity for 
finfish farming and mother of pearl polishing.

This project was developed to address two main challenges:

•   Infrequent exchange water exchange. In Tanzania, amongst 
finfish farming, milkfish farming has been chosen as an ideal 
species because it is hardy species that can survive by 
exchanging water once a fortnight. It is for the same reason 
that the level of intensification is kept as low as 1 fish/m2. 
In order to intensify the farming and diversify the species, a 
more frequent water exchange is required. The new Project will 
provide avenues to remedy this challenge.
•   Lack of electricity in rural areas. One of the villages doing 
shell polishing, Fumba Chaleni on Unguja Island, Zanzibar 
does not have electricity. Therefore, villagers cannot use 
electrical appliances for the polishing or even work at night 
when needed. They also use bore hole water which they get 
manually using cans tied to a long rope. This new project will 
optimize working conditions for shell polishing.

The project is implemented jointly with the Clean Energy 
Initiative (Mozambique) and Small Industries Development 
Organisation (SIDO – Tanzania). The project intends to develop 
and install two working wind turbines (Mtwara and Unguja) from 
scrap metals and train 8 artisans in each station in Mtwara, 
Unguja, Pemba and Tanga in development and maintenance 
of wind turbines.

(cont inued . . . /5)

New Projects

The 4th General Assembly held in Reunion on the 28th of August 
2009 culminated in the opening of ballot papers to reveal 
election results for the New Board of Trustees. Following the 
introduction of the membership fee payment in 2008, only paid 
members were allowed to participate in the election. Students, 
who are not required to pay membership fees, also voted in 
the election. Most of the candidates were participating in the 
election for first time, an indication of the fact that WIOMSA 
community is expanding, attracting candidates outside its 
traditional constituent. The following candidates were elected 
as WIOMSA’s new Board of Trustees- Margareth Kyewalyanga, 
Salomao Bandeira Rudy van der Elst, Nirmal Shah, Pascale 
Chabanet and Nils Kautsky. The new Board is an exciting 
melange of WIOMSA veterans and new voices of experience.

Following the elections, Nirmal Shah was elected by his fellow 
Board Members as the new President of the Association 
Saturday, 21 November 2009. He will serve along with Salomao 
Bandeira and Margareth Kyewalyanga who were elected as 
Vice President and Treasurer respectively. Nirmal takes over 
from Nyawira Muthiga, who was the longest-serving President 
of the Association. He becomes the fourth President of the 
Association after Magnus Ngoile (1994-1997& 1999-2001), 
Ezekiel Okemwa (1998-1999) and Nyawira Muthiga (2002-
2009). Dr. Shah is a veteran on the WIOMSA Board, as he 
has served for four terms since the association was set up 

Changing of  t
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in 1994. He has actively contributed to the development of 
WIOMSA activities and programs over the years, recently being 
involved in the development of the WIO-COMPAS program and 
theWIOMSA magazine. He has served for 6 years as the first 
chair of the MASMA program committee. 

Dr Bandeira, WIOMSA’s new Vice President, is no stranger 
to the WIOMSA board as he is serving his second term as a 
member. Salomao, an avid marine botanist with an interest 
in sea grasses, mangrove and sea weeds is an Associate 
Professor in Marine Botany at Eduardo Mondlane University in 
Maputo, Mozambique. 

The new Treasurer, Dr. Kyewalyanga has watched WIOMSA 
grow from infancy and played a key role in the capacity building 
activities of the Association, being involved in the organization 
of regional and international meetings such as the WIOMSA 
symposium as well as training courses and workshops. She is 
currently the Director of the Institute of Marine Sciences of the 
University of Daresalaam. 

Nils Kautsky has been scientific adviser to the SAREC/WIOMSA 
project and a member of the MASMA Programme Committee 
from 2000-2007. He initiated the cooperation between 
WIOMSA and the International Foundation for Science to link 
young researchers from the WIO region and Sweden.   He is 

 the Guard:  WIOMSA holds 4th Board Elect ions  
a professor at the Department of Systems Ecology, Stockholm 
University.

Rudy has been the Director of the Oceanographic Research 
Institute, Durban, South Africa, for several years and has been 
involved in the planning and implementation of a number of 
regional programs that WIOMSA has participated in. These 
include South-West Indian Ocean Fisheries Project (SWIOFP), 
TRANSMAP and the IUCN/NORAD WIO Marine Biodiversity 
Conservation Project. He is also the Chairperson of the Forum 
of Academic and Research Institute (FARI), which is hosted by 
WIOMSA.

Pascale, who is the Assistant Director of IRD La Réunion, has 
worked in a number of countries in the region as well as in the 
West Pacific mainly as a researcher. She has also worked at the 
Université de La Réunion. 

The new Board elected Indu Hewawasam for the second 
term as one of two co-opted Board members. Micheni Ntiba, 
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Fisheries Development in 
Kenya was elected as the second co-opted Board member.

Photograph: WIOMSA
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A ground-breaking in i t ia t ive is  underway 
at  WIOMSA and the Inst i tu te of  Mar ine 
Sciences ( IMS) of f ices in Zanzibar: 
developing low-cost  env i ronmenta l ly-
f r iendly energy to improve the ef f ic iencies 
and the income generat ion potent ia l  for 
current  mar icul ture systems. 

The  WIOMSA proposal  that  was 
approved for  funding by ReCoMaP in 
2009 enabled the commencement of 
an 18-month project  bui ld ing on the 
mul t ip le successes in mi lk f ish farming 
across Tanzania by IMS. The project ’s 
innovat ive approach aims to increase 
food supply,  incomes and employment 

The Winds of  Change for
Mar icul ture

By Dr.  Avi t i  Mmochi  and Jason Morenikej i
for  selected communit ies including 
the h ighly mot ivated Ushir ika Group in 
Mbuo Vi l lage (Mtwara)  and others f ish-
farmers in Tanga and Pemba Is land 
through wind-powered mar icul ture. 

In addi t ion,  in  paral le l  work,  the project 
wi l l  bui ld income-generat ion capaci ty 
and improve qual i ty  of  l i fe  for  the 
wel l  establ ished Fumba women’s - 
mother-of-pear l  and pear l  jewel lery - 
cooperat ive on Zanzibar.  The technology 
and project  ins ights wi l l  be shared 
wi th other  mar icul ture s i tes on Pemba 
Is land,  Tanga, Mtwara and elsewhere in 
the coming months.

Using the ‘triple helix’ approach and framework (academia, 
governance and industry/business) championed by Dr. Aviti 
Mmochi at IMS, the wind-powered mariculture project draws 
together academic knowledge, commercial businesses and 
good governance practises to enhance knowledge sharing, 
developments in the Tanzanian mariculture industry. The project 
brings together experts in micro wind power, appropriate 
technology, mariculture, and water pumping. This includes 

collaborative support by The Clean Energy Initiative from 
Mozambique (www.tcei.info), the Small Industries Development 
Organisation’s (SIDO) Power Electronics and Control (PEC) 
and the Institute of Marine Sciences (IMS) to design, develop 
and install a wind-powered micro-grid blue-print for coastal fish 
farming communities on which it can be effective in improving 
local social and economic needs. 
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Exposed to the localised sea breeze caused by rapid warming 
and cooling of land between day and night and Kaskazi and 
Kusi trade winds, coastal milkfish ponds are an ideal application 
sites for wind power technology. As outlined by Jason 
Morenikeji from The Clean Energy Company, “the installation 
of micro wind turbines represents an easily accessible, 
economically viable and environmentally sensitive technology 
which can provide isolated locations with much needed power 
to generate socio-economic opportunities. Indeed, Tanzania’s 
local wind resources provide a source of cheap, unlimited 
and renewable energy which can be used to improve quality 
of life through applications such as water pumping, lighting 
and other productive energy for power tools conducive and 
suited to local entrepreneurs and micro-enterprises along the 
mariculture supply chain”.

The Clean Energy Company and PEC in collaboration with 
IMS, has developed a wind-powered micro-grid blue-print for 
mariculture in Tanzania. It has the potential to provide incentives 
for finfish entrepreneurs, saltpan farmers and other micro-
businesses which can be adopted and sustainably managed 
at a local community level.  

The project will expose local NGO, other support agencies, 
governmental departments, and milkfish farmers to experts 
installing the technology during a ‘live’ workshop piloting a 
micro wind turbine for the Fumba Women’s Co-operative 
in Zanzibar and milkfish farming Ushirika group in Mtwara. 
The outcome of the project will result in income generation 
and the dissemination of skills and local knowledge that are 
becoming increasingly necessary in developing countries such 
as Tanzania.

Coastal  Mi lk f ish farming and Wind Power:
Milk-fish farmers are currently using tidal movements for pond 
water transfer at bi-monthly Spring tides to replenish up to 20% 
of the water in their ponds. This exchange increases oxygen 
content of ponds, reduces water salinity, temperature and 
pollution. This unfortunately rules out the farming of a larger 
biomass of fish cultured intensively because fish accumulation 

W ind Power and Mar icul ture
of wastes and the associated higher risk of diseases. 
Furthermore, with water pumping a larger area will be available 
for mariculture. Current fish farming techniques are limited to 
the robust Milkfish which can able to withstand the high water 
temperatures, sanity, varying pH and low oxygen content 
between the Spring tides. 

An increased rate of sea-water exchange can offer a significant 
improvement through intensification of the culture process 
which ultimately creates culture possibilities for other species 
including prawns, tilapia, siganids, etc. some of which 
are economically more profitable than milkfish. It is also 
technologically easier and economically cheaper to develop 
hatcheries for these species compared to milkfish.

The application of wind power for non-tidal sea-water fish pond 
exchange is ideal. It involves no running costs, and unlike fossil 
fuel water pumps, are non-polluting. Conversely the localised 
low-wind periods experienced in March and April coincide 
with the annual equinoxes (the high Spring tide) and the ‘long’ 
rains when there is a danger of dykes breaking, and hence 
an opportune time to harvest fish. The greater wind capacity 
occurring during the low Spring tides (Dec/Jan and June/July) 
will positively complement the need to pump a greater volume 
of water increasing water quality. While December to February 
is the hottest time of the year with strong implications on the 
pond water temperature, evaporation and increase in salinities, 
these months together with June-July have the lowest spring 
tides and many farmers can not supply water to their ponds. 

The electricity generated through wind power at the ponds 
can add value to security facilities through lighting and 
telecommunication as theft is a continuous problem in the 
milkfish farms. At an advance level, the potential to scale-up 
and use the electricity to improve post-harvest fish preservation 
is promising – high efficient low-watt refrigeration/freezing or 
inverter supported solar drying can reduce losses and time-to-
market for the harvested fish.

The Tanzanian fabricated wind powered technology is being 
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piloted at an off-grid site near Fumba village. The installation of 
the wind-powered micro grid will facilitate and improve income 
generation of the group members. Strategically it will address 
the co-operative’s ecological and socio-economic impact and 
the capacity to build the project’s long-term sustainability. On 
an environmental level, the use of ‘clean’ energy will reduce the 
cost of production and lessen the impact on natural resources.  
Fossil fuel water pumps in milkfish farming and pearl and shell 
polishing is economically and environmentally unsustainable 
due to high costs and inherent environmental pollution. Indeed, 
the stand-alone wind-powered micro-grid will help address the 
challenges faced by the co-operative and community in the 
neibourhood by addressing basic household needs. 

To address these issues, the wind power will enable borehole 
water pumping for the whole community using submerged 
borehole pump to pump water to an elevated 2,000-litre tank. 
This will improve the quality of life for the community as a 
whole especially the women of the co-operative whose time for 
sourcing water will be significantly reduced allowing more time 
for income generation activities. The provision of electricity will 
offer economic opportunities through labour saving devices 
essential for shell polishing and related jewellery making.

An illustration showing the general layout and configuration of 
the installation in Fumba (Source: Jason Morenikeji) 
The Fumba installation aims to create a micro-grid ‘hub’ where 
the co-operative can work with selected labor-saving devices 
such as electric cutters, grinders, polishers  and drilling facilities. 
Lighting and central workshop offers the co-operative a much 
needed working environment. The workshop incorporates 
a secure storage area for the turbine’s electrical hardware 
(deep-cycle batteries, inverter and charge controller), and an 
open working area and a workshop arena. The Fumba Mbuo 
installations will also involve 12-months of wind assessment 
using wind logging equipment and a baseline study to track 
the socio-economic output of the wind power in the Fumba 
village. The Fumba installation will involve a ‘live’ participatory 
workshop during which interested parties will be exposed to the 
technology and turbine mounting techniques at first hand. This 
group will include members of the Mtwara Umbrella People’s 
Organization, Zanzibar governmental irrigations experts from 
the Ministry of Agriculture, the Karume Technical College in 
Zanzibar, the Zanzibar Motor Corporation and the Association 
of Zanzibar Salt Processers Organisation.

Mother-of-Pear l  Co-operat ive
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The baseline study in Fumba will track the context of the 
installation by identifying the local needs and commercial 
opportunities for the output of the women’s group. The study, 
that will be conducted by Fahari (a Zanzibar-based jewellery 
co-operative) will aid in the synthesis of the local needs of 
the women’s group and the renewable energy provision 
to improve their income generation potential. Working with 
Fahari, the Fumba Women’s Co-operative group will ultimately 
enhance their capacity to produce new ranges of Mother -of-
pearl jewellery/accessory products to fill the gap in the tourist 
market for high standard locally produced products. The group 
will be using the capacity building to introduce new product 
ideas to the contemporary product ideas by combining with 
other materials such as wood and silver, developing mother-
of-pearl components for secondary uses (buckles, handles 
for handbags) and creating high profile signature designs to 
provide PR for co-operative. 
The Winds of Change for Mariculture are beginning to blow 
stronger. The application of micro wind turbines offers an 

The Future

economically viable and environmentally sensitive technology 
which can provide much needed socio-economic opportunities. 
WIOMSA and IMS are leading the way though the integration 
of expert knowledge in the fields of renewable energy and 

sustainable mariculture. After the completion of the installation 
in Fumba in April/May 2010, the project will focus on Mtwara, 
and then extend to Tanga and Pemba Island. The ultimate aim 
is to establish Centres of Excellence in each of the geographic 
locations which can extend the technology to a larger audience 
and develop wind power for other growing rural mariculture 
industries in Tanzania.
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MASMA: Commissioned 
Researches Yie ld In i t ia l  Resul ts

Two of the first projects to be implemented under the 
Commissioned Competitive grant category of the Marine Science 
for Management (MASMA) Programme concluded their research 
in 2009 and the initial results have emerged. This grant category 
was first introduced in 2006 and among the four commissioned 
topics announced; the one on effectiveness of CBOs attracted 
two successful proposals, which have now been implemented 
to completion. Four other projects under the MASMA Open 
grant category were also completed in 2009, these included: 
The Problem of Shoreline Changes, its Socio-economic Impacts 
and Mitigation Options in Eastern Africa; Genetic Connectivity 
and its Implications for the Design and Management of Marine 
Protected Areas in the East African Eco-region; Preparing for 
Climate Change through the Assessment of Biodiversity and 
Management Preferences across a Scale of Environmental 
Variation in WIO and Seagrass and Sea Urchin Interactions - 
Overgrazing and Resource use in the WIO Region.   

In 2009, MASMA outputs include over 15 manuscripts and peer-
reviewed publications, 4 PhD and 2 Msc completed theses. 
Other outputs were several on-going studentships, informative 
technical reports, contents in websites, contributions to 
management plans and various capacity building opportunities. 
Extensive networking among the projects was achieved during 
the year and consisted of 60 institutions linked through MASMA 

in 17 countries globally. More than 100 of the 130 collaborating 
MASMA scientists are from WIO and among these more that 
30% are women.

One of the complete MASMA projects under the Open category 
was titled: “The Problem of Shoreline Changes, its Socio-
economic Impacts and Mitigation Options in Eastern Africa”. This 
project investigated the underlying causes of shoreline changes 
and their socio-economic impacts at selected sites in Kenya 
and Tanzania and, based on the results, recommended effective 
and relevant mitigation and adaptation options. To achieve its 
goal, the project utilized participatory, multi-disciplinary and 
innovative approaches, including the use of detailed datasets 
of relevant natural and socio-economic parameters. Among 
the products of this project in 2009 were three scientific papers, 
several manuscripts and manual on assessment procedures and 
mitigation strategies for management in Kenya and Tanzania. 
This manual sets out procedures for analysing and improving 
awareness of the risks from shoreline change to coastal 
communities and their supporting environment. It provides 
information in order to assist with the identification and selection 
of options to mitigate the risks and it describes the procedures 
for incorporating the management of shoreline change into a 
comprehensive long-term management plan for coastal areas.

Photograph: Mats Bjork, Clam, Fumba, Zanzibar
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Coral Reefs and their associated fisheries in the Western Indian 
Ocean (WIO) are under immense pressure from over fishing 
and climate change. These issues have caused a decline in 
the abundance and diversity of corals. Fisheries management 
structures in the region are only weakly enforced and fisheries 
policies are not sufficiently grounded on a platform of appropriate 
scientific information. In an attempt to contribute to the base 
of scientific knowledge that will guide fisheries management 
policy and practice in the region, the WIO-magnet (Western 
Indian Ocean Marine Genetics Network) has carried out a three 
year MASMA funded study on ‘Genetic Connectivity and Stock 
Composition of Coral Reef Associated Fish in the Western Indian 
Ocean.’ 

Genetic studies provide estimates of genetic diversity, which can 
be a measure of a species potential to adapt and 
survive in the face of environmental change. In 
addition, since it is almost impossible to monitor 
the movement of fish and coral larvae in the 
vast oceans, genetic markers can be used to 
track dispersal of larvae between distant reefs, 
providing an indication of how distant reefs may 
be ‘connected.’ This is especially important, 
since knowing the location from where a 
degraded or depleted population recruits, allows 
for management or protection of the source 
population, with benefits downstream. This type 
of reasoning has stimulated a number of studies 
on genetic connectivity and its implications for 
the design, i.e. number, size and placement, of 
marine protected areas. Genetic data can also 
be used to identify different breeding stocks of 
fish that are isolated from other such groups 
of the same species. This is referred to as the 
degree of population structure. Strong genetic 
structuring implies many isolated groups instead 
of one widespread interbreeding group. The 
intense harvest of a local population may lead 
to the collapse of genetically distinct and locally 
adapted stocks. Managing fisheries without prior 
knowledge of the genetic fish stock composition 
can therefore reduce the success of the 
fisheries. 

Our research has focused on two species of coral 
reef associated fish, the Blue Barred Parrotfish, 
Scarus ghobban, and the White Spotted 
Rabbitfish, Siganus sutor. Each is relatively 
common in the Western Indian Ocean, but 
whereas Scarus ghobban is globally distributed, 
the Rabbitfish is endemic to the region. Both 
species are quite important from an economic 
standpoint, particularly for the traditional fisheries 
where fish are caught by fishermen using small 
vessels with hook and line, or basket traps, 

Genet ic connect iv i ty  and stock 
composi t ion of  coral  reef 

associated f ish in the Western 
Indian Ocean

and fish are sold to middlemen at local fish landing sites. The 
study was carried out in 5 countries, Kenya, Tanzania, Mauritius, 
Seychelles and Rodrigues. We used two different types of 
genetic markers, mitochondrial DNA and AFLP, to study the 
dispersal patterns and stock composition of these fish. The 
mitochondrial DNA was used to understand historical patterns 
of dispersal on an evolutionary timescale stretching back for 
hundreds of generations, and the AFLP markers are better suited 
to understanding contemporary patterns of genetic structure on 
an ecological timescale of a few generations and are thus better 
suited to aid management policy. 
The results from mitochondrial DNA indicate that the Blue-Barred 

Photograph: Shakil Visram, WIO-MAGNET team in 
Swedish Lab, Sweden
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Parrotfish historically had high rates of migration between the 
study locations and this is consistent with the pattern of high 
gene flow that has often been reported for fish with pelagic 
larvae, or larvae that drift large distances with the ocean 
currents. Long distance migration in fish is usually achieved 
during the larval phase when currents can transport the larvae 
across huge distances. Ocean currents, particularly the South 
Equatorial Current and the East African Coastal Current, exerted 
a strong influence on the dispersal of the Parrotfish in the region, 
and the Mascarene Plateau was an important stepping stone 
for fish larvae migrating between Mauritius and Seychelles in 
either direction. There was a high amount of genetic diversity 
for the Parrotfish, and this bodes well for the long term survival 
and adaptability of the species. However, historical movement 
of the White Spotted Rabbitfish was more restricted, and the 
oceanic island sites of Mauritius and Rodrigues comprised a few 
dominant genetic types, called haplotypes. This suggests that 
the populations of the White Spotted Rabbitfish on the oceanic 
islands were isolated and are perhaps more vulnerable to over 
fishing or environmental changes. 

The results for AFLP markers showed that the less intensively 
fished species, the Blue-Barred Parrotfish, comprised a mixed 
stock fishery, particularly along the East African coast. Most 

Genet ic connect iv i ty  and stock composi t ion of 
coral  reef  associated f ish in the Western Indian 

Ocean

study sites had multiple stocks, likely enhancing the resilience 
of this species against local depletion. However, we caution that 
for this situation to persist it is important that suitable habitats 
are preserved along the coast to ensure that the fish can migrate 
between locations. The more important species for fisheries, the 
White Spotted Rabbitfish, had comparatively fewer stocks per 
site. This is especially troubling in those areas where fishermen 
are targeting spawning aggregations.  Many of the sites were 
dominated by a single genetic stock, and increased fishing at 
spawning sites may lead to local extinction of this species. 

In addition to carrying out the research described above, the 
WIO-magnet has been instrumental in developing infrastructure 
for future work on the genetics of marine flora and fauna in the 
region. Laboratories for molecular studies have been constructed 
at the Institute of Marine Sciences (IMS) in Zanzibar, the Mauritius 
Oceanography Institute (MOI) in Mauritius and Coastal Oceans 
Research and Development in the Indian Ocean (CORDIO) 
East Africa in Kenya. These facilities are invaluable for capacity 
building and exposing young scientists from the region to modern 
genetic tools for addressing the important marine conservation 
and management questions of the region. 

(cont inued . . . /13)

Photograph: Oskar Henriksson, Start up workshop for Genetic Connectivity Project



Potential of marine fungi in bioremediation explored in Tanzania 
and locally available tree products used to preserve fish in 
Kenya

WIOMSA’s Marine Research Grant (MARG-I) Programme 
that supports individual research carried at the national level 
in the WIO region produced nine successful projects in 2009. 
They covered a range of topics from microbiology, ecology 
and social economic to mariculture and oceanography. More 
specifically, the completed projects were:

1. Purification and Characterization of Enzymes from 
basidiomycetes Fungi Isolated from Tanzania’s coastal and 
Marine Environment by Godliving Y. Mtui, UDSM, Dar es 
Salaam, Tanzania

2. Influence of locally available trees of tree products (Acacia, 
prosopis, neem and coconut husks) on quality and post harvest 
losses of smoked marine and African catfish in Kipini and Tana 
Delta by Peter M. Oduor-Odotte, KMFRI, Kenya

3. Effect of Salinity and Water logging on Growth and 
Photosynthesis of Mangrove Seedlings of Avicennia marina, 
Heritiera littoralis and Bruguiera gymnorrhiza from Ruvu Estuary, 
Tanzania by Mwita M. Mangora, IMS, Zanzibar, Tanzania

4. The social and economic dimensions of destructive fishing 
activities in the south coast of Kenya by Fridah Munyi, KMFRI, 
Kenya

5. The Cultural and Economic Factors 
making Women Vulnerable to HIV 
Infection: Case Study of Msimbati village 
by Janet Macha, UDSM, Dar es Salaam, 
Tanzania

6. Assessment of some Key Success 
Indicators in Community Milkfish (Chanos 
chanos) Aquaculture in Mtwapa Creek 
and Gazi Bay, Kenya by David Mirera, 
KWETU, Kenya

7. Tides and Tidal Currents in the 
Zanzibar Channel by David Mukaka, IMS, 
Zanzibar, Tanzania

8. Status and Assessment of the 
Humphead wrasse, Chelinus undulates 
Stock in Kenya by Kanyange, W. Nyaga, 
CORDIO, Kenya

9. Search for Antimalarial Secondary 
Metabolites from a Marine Mangrove – 
Xylocarpus granatum by Musa Mwita, 
IMS, Zanzibar, Tanzania

This was the highest rate of completion especially in MARG-I, 
since inception of the Programme. At least 5 peer-reviewed 
publications based on results from the completed were 
produced.

Among the completed projects was the study titled: Purification 
and Characterization of Enzymes from Basidiomycetes Fungi 
Isolated from Tanzania’s coastal and Marine Environment. 
This study investigated the physicochemical and biochemical 
characteristics of four genera of lignolytic marine fungi 
inhabiting decomposing mangrove logs and sea grasses off 
the coast of Dar es Salaam and Tanga. Four species of fungi 
were successfully isolated and cultured: Flavodon flavus, 
Phlebia chrysocreas, Crepidotus variabilis, and Laetiporus 
sulphureus; producing extracellular lignocellulolytic enzymes 
of activities ranging between 2 and 50 UmL-1. The purified 
enzyme extracts were able to completely decolorize synthetic 
and raw textile effluent. 

Apart from elucidating the status and enzyme profiles from 
the culturable facultative marine fungi in the mangrove forests 
and sea grasses, this study also highlighted the characteristics 
of purified enzymes and demonstrated their potential for 
biotechnological applications. 

Resul ts f rom Mar ine Research 
Grant  (MARG) Programme

Photograph: Peter Odotte, Prosopis Galiechthys open
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Another successful MARG-I project in 2009 was titled: 
Influence of locally available trees or tree products (Acacia, 
Prosopis, Neem and coconut husks) on quality and post 
harvest losses of smoked marine and African catfish in Kipini 
and Tana Delta. This research project aimed to promote the 
local natural products for use in fish preservation. Acacia is the 
tree commonly used for smoking fish in the Tana Delta region. 
The performance of Prosopis, Neem and Coconut husks is 
commendable especially in terms of organoleptic properties 
like appearance, taste and overall acceptability. There was no 
difference in taste, appearance and overall acceptability of the 
fish smoked using the different trees. The freshwater catfish 
smoked with the Neem tree stayed for a longer time before 
mould or insect attack suggesting presence of antifungal and 

Use of  local ly  avai lable t ree products to preserve 
f ish in Kenya

insect infestation deterrent factors in the Neem smoke that are 
useful in preventing post harvest losses. Neem, Prosopis and 
coconut husks have potential for use in fish smoking and can be 
analyzed further for intrinsic properties in smoking freshwater 
catfish. The research concluded that there could just be a 
psychological feeling about the inferiority of these trees or lack 
of awareness that still prevents their usage in fish smoking. 

MARG-III
Scientific capacity was enhanced via MARG III support through 
participation in training courses, workshops and seminar. 
The table below shows the events and experts supported to 
participate through MARG-III.

Summary of MARG III Projects supported by WIOMSA in 2009 
MARG III 

Event Expert 
Recent developments in Tanzania seaweed Farming industry. Presentation at 
the 24th Phycological Society of Southern African Congress 19 – 23, January 
2009 

Flower Msuya, IMS, Zanzibar, 
Tanzania 

Dominant seaweed species, its functional forms and zonation patterns and the 
farming of Eucheuma in Mozambique. Presentation at the 24th Phycological 
Society of Southern African Congress 19 – 23, January 2009 

Alice Massingue, UEM, Maputo, 
Mozambique 

Participation in the Advanced Practical Course in Mammalian Cell Biology. 
25th May to 4th June, 2009 in Tubitak, Turkey 

Girish Beedessee, MOI, Quatre 
Bournes, Mauritius 

Participation in the Training Course on Fish Health Management 9th November 
-31st December, 2009 in Tigbauan, Iloilo, Philippines 

Salome Shayo, UDSM, Tanzania 

Participation in the MPA Forum 2009. 15th – 18th St Lucia, South Africa Kerstin Henri, Nature Seychelles 
Participation in the MPA Forum 2009. 15th – 18th St Lucia, South Africa Nirmal Shah, Nature Seychelles 
Sixth WIOMSA Scientific Symposium. 24-29 August 2009, Reunion 68 experts from various 

institutions in over 15 countries 
 

Photograph: Tim McClanahan. Mtwara Boats. Tanzania.



The MASMA Program Committee welcomed on board 
four new Members; Professor Kassim Kulindwa; Associate 
Professor Ron Johnstone; Professor Adriano Macia and Dr. 
Noeline Rakotoarisoa. The new PC members were appointed 
by the WIOMSA Board of Trustees during the extra-ordinary 
Board meeting held in November 2009.

With the addition of the four new members, the PC is now 
composed of 10 members. All four bring diverse skills and 
extensive experience which will not only complement the 
knowledge of the existing PC but also ease the workload 
across the board for the PC.

Professor Kassim Kulindwa is an economist and senior 
researcher at the University of Dar es Salaam who has more 
than 27 years work experience and has done extensive 
research on natural resources and the environment with a 
focus on sustainable development issues, poverty reduction 
and livelihood issues in Tanzania. These include sustainable 
resources use and resources management of fisheries, 
forestry, water resources, wildlife and minerals. Environmental 
issues including wetland values and the economics of climate 
change. 

Associate Professor Ron Johnstone heads a research team 
engaged in coastal ecosystem function, sustainability and 
management projects for the University of Queensland, 
Australia. He has a long professional history in coastal 
nutrient and ecosystem function research, as well as in the 
communication of science to the community, government, 
and private sector bodies. In addition, A/Prof Johnstone has 

a longstanding international reputation in his field, having 
spent approximately 20 years undertaking CZM research 
and project management in over 13 countries on behalf of 
government and international donor agencies including IOC-
UNESCO, Sida, and the World Bank.
 
Professor Adriano Afonso Macia Junior is an Assistant 
Professor in Marine Ecology, University of Eduardo Mondlane 
(UEM) in the Department of Biological Sciences. Adriano 
is a Marine Ecologist with vast experience in coastal zone 
studies (ecology of fish and invertebrates of the intertidal/sub 
tidal areas, (mangroves, seagrass and coral reefs); including 
prawn stock assessment. His area of interest is the nursery 
function of coastal habitats such as mangroves, seagrass 
and intertidal flats for commercial juvenile penaeid shrimps 
and fish for conservation and management purpose, (also 
includes the understanding of the connectivity between these 
coastal ecosystems). 

Dr. Noeline Raondry Rakotoarisoa is the Programme 
Specialist for Ecological Sciences in UNESCO Regional 
Office for Science and Technology in Africa (ROSTA) at 
the UN Headquarters in Nairobi, Kenya. Noeline’s passion 
is in contributing to the in fight to alleviate poverty while 
conserving Biodiversity. She also has in interest in Sustainable 
Development issues. She has a strong experience in 
project planning and management. She has worked in 
many capacities for the United Nations including UNDP and 
UNESCO in Nairobi where she has worked since June 2007; 
in charge of the implementation of UNESCO ecological 
programmes in Africa.

The Board of  Trustees Names 
New Members to the MASMA 

Programme Commit tee

Photograph: WIOMSA, PC members on a field trip, South Africa
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Improved Leadership and 
Management f rom

Cert i f icat ion of  Mar ine 
Protected Area Professionals:

Evaluat ion of  MPA PROs in the Fie ld

Significant improvements to Marine Protected Area (MPA) 
professionals’ careers and their organization’s practices are a 
result of them achieving certification. Those are the findings from 
a survey conducted one year after the Western Indian Ocean 
Certification of Marine Protected Area Professionals (WIO-
COMPAS) program certified 9 MPA PROs in 2008. WIO-COMPAS 
is the first professional certification programme in the world for MPA 
professionals. This unique program to address capacity building of 
MPA professionals is endorsed by the International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature’s World Commission on Protected Areas-
Marine (IUCN WCPA), the International Rangers Federation and 
other leading conservation organisations.

As an innovative strategy to strengthen MPA management 
effectiveness and promote leadership of MPA professionals, 
the WIO-COMPAS secretariat sought to determine what impact 
participating in the program has had in the lives and careers of 
MPA PROs. Through a questionnaire, it was determined that as 
a result of the certification, the MPA PROs have made significant 
changes that have resulted in increased funding for their programs, 
increased networking and recognition amongst their peers. They 
have also identified specific needs to support their profession and 
to promote the WIO-COMPAS program.

Respected. Overwhelmingly, the reaction to their certification within 
their organizations has been positive. After their certification, all of 
the respondents presented their Certification to their supervisors and 
heads of institutions. While in some cases the initial response from 
the institutions were non-committal, over time the certification has 
grown to be respected. One MPA PRO notes “acknowledgement 
from the Head of Human Resources went into my performance 
records.” Half of the MPA PRO’s have greater responsibilities in 
their organizations, taking up diverse roles such as leadership in 
stakeholder collaborations; being in charge of coastal areas in 
several issues; having NGOS seeking their advice on participative 
management within their areas. Some have been awarded 
promotions to top management positions while others have had 
salary increments directly resulting from their participation in the 
certification program. A large percentage of the MPA PROS can 
demonstrate that their institutions have received clear benefits from 
their certification in the areas of policy development and training 
programs. Their organizations, they feel, would be quite happy 
to support the certification of other employees. In addition, all the 
MPA PROs have added the Certification to their CVs; an indication 
that it is of great value to their career development process!

I am in the process of adapting the Certifi cation Competence areas to develop a 
marine rangers training curriculum for our national agency.

Photograph: WIOMSA



The WIOMSA Blog was launched on the 12th of March 2009. The blog was established to communicate recent work, provide information 
and comments on coastal and marine environments, with special focus on research, educational and technological developments 
including ecological, social, political, social, cultural and economic matters. 

Since its launch, the WIOMSA blog has become quite a useful medium for rapid communication of news on WIOMSA and in the region 
in general as it is updated on an almost daily basis. The blog has been very well received by the WIOMSA Board, members and partners 
who regularly contribute articles, announcements, photos and other material for posting on the blog. 

Readers have enthusiastically provided comments on posted material. The posts that elicited the most comments in 2009 included- the 
launch of the blog; the election of the new President of WIOMSA; the demise of Abdulrahman Issa of IUCN; illegal fishing in South Africa- 
the role of Spanish fishing fleet and Dr. Margareth Kyewalyanga appointed IMS Director. 

The blog received at least 8000 visits and has more than 100subscribers in 2009. In recent months these both the number of visits and 
subscribers have been increasing clearly indicating the blog is becoming more known!

WIOMSA Blog Launched

Increased Social Networking. MPA PROs say that going through 
the certification has increased their networking skills- all of them 
are e-mailing a lot more; the usage of the phone and texting has 
gone up and 57% are visiting more sites. They are sharing ideas 
amongst themselves, seeking advice and learning what other MPA 
PROs are doing. One MPA PRO said certification “has created a 
new ‘language’ that all MPA Pros participate and communicate 
through - this has had enormous benefits in terms of connectivity 
and partnerships.” They have even gone further to build strong 
international relationships at the MPA professional levels. Through 
the program, one MPA PRO has become a better listener and 
sharer of information resulting in his staff being empowered to 
better productivity.

Achievements. The certification has furthered the competences of 
the MPA PROs personally and professionally at different levels with 
many of them achieving various accomplishments. For example, 
USD$14,000 was raised for patrols and monitoring and the 
establishment of new marine parks. Two MPA PROs have gone 
on to become an assessor for WIO-COMPAS. The MPA PROs are 
engaging in documentation of personal work for referencing and 

in preparation for the next level of certification; they give better 
presentations and are writing and sharing articles for publication. 
The certification has allowed MPA PROs to see the bigger picture; 
thus not allowing them to let important aspects slip. They are more 
organized and appreciate their work more resulting in improved 
desk top management and information access. They are also 
receiving greater recognition as leaders from their peers. Of equal 
import, a large number of the MPA PROs have significantly changed 
their approach to MPA Management as evidenced by greater 
confidence in tackling management issues; encouragement of 
stake holder collaboration and community based management; 
assessing their staff performance; better handling of park visitors.

Next Steps. The MPA PROs feel that their certification has been 
well worth it and that more should be done to raise the profile of 
the WIO-COMPAS program. Suggested activities include annual 
meetings or forums for MPA-PROs and other MPA professionals 
to identify shared challenges and seek potential solutions; the 
highlighting of achievements and excellent performance of MPA 
PROs internationally; conducting mini-marketing strategies for top 
level MPA management within the countries’ organizations.

Photograph: Oskar Henriksson, Meeting at Sea, Chale Island, Kenya
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theWIOMSA Magazine people & the environment was re-launched in 
2009 with the June issue receiving a total layout and design overhaul 
with improved content. The new-look magazine is the second edition 
of the magazine that was first published in 2007 to provide an avenue 
for publishing different types of articles on the coastal and marine 
environment from the countries of the Western Indian Ocean region. As 
in the 2007 edition, the current magazine has retained its style of being 
informative and using popular language but with a fresher and more 
colourful outlook. 

Between the first issue and now, a number of steps have been taken to 
improve the quality of the magazine and to ensure that it is produced 
regularly; on a twice yearly basis. The first of these is the creation of an 
editorial board; Nirmal Shah and Claire Atwood are co-editors for the 
magazine. 

The new direction of the magazine has meant content improvement 
resulting in exciting stories, great pictures, useful news and controversial 
pieces. Added to the content are new columns such as “From the Field”- 
which are stories, sent in by individuals about unique experiences they 
have had in the field; travel pieces with a tourist angle or encounters 
with diverse coastal people, culture and events. Another new column 
is the “Last Word”- these are articles with edgy and provocative ideas 
on topical issues of concern for the region. The “WIO-Gallery” received 
magnificent photographs taken in the region! For future issues, the 
magazine readers will be invited to submit review of books and major 
articles that have been published in peer-reviewed journals, for the 
column “Book and article reviews”.

The re-launch issue theme was environment in the media featuring 
stories from environmental journalists as well as articles from regional 
partners/programs such as Blue Ventures; The Agakhan University; 
Community Centered Conservation (C3). 

New Publ ica

To view the re-launch issue and newer issues of the magazine go to 
www.wiomsa.org

 theWIOMSA 
Magazine Gets a 

Makeover!
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The 2009 WIOMSA Desk Calendar:

The 2009 WIOMSA calendar was launched for sale at the 
Reunion Symposium; an apt location since the Marine Calendar 
images showcases several photo entries from the 1st ever 
symposium photo competition held in Durban 2007 as well the 
cover photo from the Book “Poissons de l’océan Indien et de 
la mer Rouge” which also launched at the Durban event. The 
Calendar is a valuable keepsake of the WIOMSA legacy as it 
includes key messages about the Association, its programs 
and activities.

Whales and Dolphins a Field Guide to Marine Mammals of East 
Africa – Per Berggren

This field Guide by Per Beggren with Illustrations by Phil Coles 
covers marine mammals –whales, dolphins and the dugong 
that may be encountered in coastal East Africa. The production 
of the book was supported by Sida and WIOMSA through the 
MASMA program. Copies of the books were distributed free to 
Institutional Libraries within the region. The book is available 
for sale at US $ 25.00 in major bookshops and through the 
WIOMSA Secretariat.

The Effects of Coral Bleaching on Coral Reef Fish, Fisheries, 
and Ecosystem Services in the Western Indian Ocean – Tim 
McClanahan

This publication is based on the results of the research project 
with the same title that was funded by MASMA as well as other 
partners.

cat ions and Mater ia ls produced by               
WIOMSA in 2009

The 2008 Annual Report

The 2008 WIOMSA Annual Report has been lauded for its 
content and layout. The report outlines the activities and 
achievements of WIOMSA in 2008. It is available online on www.
wiomsa.org.

The WIOMSA Magazine Issues 2 & 3

The newly redesigned magazine issues cover various articles of 
regional relevance. These are distributed free to paid WIOMSA 
Members and are available online on www.wiomsa.org

Volume 8 No. 1 and No 2 of the WIO Journal of Marine Science. 

No 1 includes 109 papers from within and outside the WIO 
region. No 2 is a  Special Issue comprising  selected papers 
from Fifth WIOMSA Scientific Symposium, which was held in 
October 2007 in Durban, South Africa, is out. This is the third 
Special Issue from the Fifth WIOMSA Symposium. The others 
are: Estuarine Coastal and Shelf Sciences (2009, Volume 84, 
Issue 3, Pages 299-428) and Aquatic Conservation (Volume 19 
Issue S1, Pages S1 – S69). The WIOJMS is available free online 
for paid members on www.wiomsa.org

Sea-Cucumber an unknown resource 

This DVD was partially funded by the MASMA Program and 
was launched at the 6th WIOMSA Symposium as part of a six 
film documentary produced by the Multi Media centre at the 
University de la Reunion.
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For any membership organizations such as WIOMSA, General 
Assemblies are important platforms for bringing together members 
to discuss the important matters of the Association such as defining 
WIOMSA’s priorities, the amendment of the Constitution, amongst 
other things.  WIOMSA General Assemblies are held every three 
years as stipulated in the Association’s Constitution.  The First 

General Assembly was held in 1997 in Mombasa, Kenya, while the 
Second one took place in Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania in 2001.  The 
Third was held in Grand Bay, Mauritius in 2005.

The Fourth WIOMSA General Assembly was held at the University of 
Reunion in St. Denis, La Reunion on 28th August 2009 where among 

Fourth General  Assembly 
held:  Members voices 

heard!
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other issues, members received and endorsed the Secretariat’s inter 
sessional Report and gave key recommendations that will define the 
areas that the Association should direct its resources and efforts 
towards in the next triennium of the new Board. The results of the 
election of the members of the WIOMSA Board of Trustees were 
announced during the meeting, to the excitement of the members 
present. 

The Assembly which was chaired by then President, 
Nyawira Muthiga, was attended by more than 100 
participants from the Western Indian Ocean (WIO) 
region and beyond. The event followed the successful 
completion of the 6th WIOMSA Symposium. It brought 
together Individual, Associate, Fellow, Honorary and 
Student members as well as representatives of Institutional 
members and invited guests. 

The Fourth General Assembly made several key 
recommendations that should be implemented in the next 
triennium. These included:

•   Diversifying the funding base. The Assembly 
recommended that the Secretariat should explore 
the possibilities of setting up of a consulting firm 
and endowment fund. However the Association was 
cautioned on the need to have detailed information on 
the legal, economic and governance implications of these 
suggestions on WIOMSA as well as perceptions of current 
donors and partners on the same. 

•   Broaden Membership. The current structure of 
membership should be reviewed with the intention of 
attracting new members outside the current profile of 
membership.

•  More involvement of membership in the Association’s 
activities. Communication with the membership should be 
improved so that most of the members are fully informed 
on what is happening at the Secretariat or in the Board 
meetings. Members should be consulted regularly for 
input on different issues that WIOMSA is planning or 
implementing.

•    Influencing political processes. In the 1990s, WIOMSA, 
in collaboration with other regional and international 
organizations, was involved in the planning and organizing 
Ministerial conferences such as the Arusha to Seychelles 
to Maputo process. The period between then and now, 
could be categorized as “Scientific Consolidation period, 
where the focus of the Association’s activities has been 
on the generation of new information. The Assembly felt 
that WIOMSA, backed with solid scientific information 
and networks built, should re-explore interaction with 
Ministerial processes with the intention of influencing their 
decision-making processes.

•   Supporting publications of books and manuals. In 
addition to the books published under the Book Series 
or supported by MASMA grants, publication of books for 
schools as well as non-technical books for general public 
should be encouraged and supported. For the purpose 
of visibility and identity, all the WIOMSA-supported books 
should have similar professionally designed cover pages. 
The Western Indian Ocean Journal of Marine Science 
should focus on attracting more submissions of papers 
in The Assembly recommended that the Western Indian 
Ocean Journal of Marine Science should be published 
online in line with current trend amongst many journals.

On behalf of the BoT, the outgoing President thanked all 
the participants for their contribution and called upon the 
new BoT to take into consideration as much as possible 
all the recommendations proposed. In closing, Dr. Nyawira 
urged the members to maintain their commitment to the 
Association in terms of both financial resources and time.

Photograph: David Caron, Siphonophorae calycophorae deploying its 
incredible fishing net - selecting the means of fishing that is adapted to the 

situation, La Réunion
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This is new section in the Annual Report that will be reporting 
on members who have made news in the year under review. In 
2009, several WIOMSA members made headlines by either been 
appointed to senior positions in their organizations or winning 
prizes and awards or awarded PhDs.

W inners of  Awards
Professor Matthieu Lecorre, a lecturer at the University of Réunion 
Island in La Réunion, France, was awarded the 2009 Pew Fellowship 
in Marine Conservation for his project using seabird behaviour to 
identify biodiversity hotspots in the Indian Ocean. This project built 
on the MASMA-funded project on “Seabirds as bio-indicators of 
tropical marine ecosystems: A regional study in the Western Indian 
Ocean”. 

Rosalia Omungo, from Kenya Broadcasting Corporation and a 
participant to the Environmental Journalism workshop organized 
by WIOMSA and FOJO in 2008-2009 was chosen as part of forty 
journalists from Asia, Asia-Pacific, Africa, the Middle East, the 
Caribbean and Latin America to participate in a climate change 
media partnership fellowship programme designed to improve 
media coverage of climate change issues in developing countries, 
including reporting on the 2009 Copenhagen Summit. The 
Fellowship program is jointly sponsored by Internews, Panos and 
IIED.

Members Corner
New Appointments
Dr Margareth Kyewalyanga has been appointed by the Chancellor 
of the University of Dar es Salaam as the new Director of the Institute 
of Marine Sciences (IMS), for the period of three years effective 1 
April 2009.  With her appointment, the new Director becomes the 
third woman to head one of the leading research Institutes in the 
Western Indian Ocean region. The others two are Emeritus Prof. 
Chantal Conand and the late Prof Adelaide Kleti Semesi.

The appointment of Margareth was greeted with considerable 
enthusiasm by the staff and students of IMS as well as by 
the Institute’s partners from within and outside Tanzania. The 
expectations that her appointment has generated are typical of a 
political appointment rather than that of the Head of a research 
institution!

Honorary and Fel low 
members
Five prominent scientists were selected by the WIOMSA Board of 
Trustees to join the ‘elite’ club of WIOMSA Honorary and Fellow 
members. This was the second time that WIOMSA awarded 
experts in recognition of their track record of achievements in either 
development of marine science or contribution in marine science 
research. 

Photograph: Hendrik Sauvignet, Nyamba Turtle Drawing Competition 2009, Istamia Beach, Comoros, 2nd Place Winner, 6th Symposium Photo Competition
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Fellow Membership and Honorary Membership are the highest 
awards conferred by WIOMSA. They are conferred to individuals 
in recognition of their tract record of achievement.  Honorary 
Membership is awarded to individuals who have rendered notable 
service to the development of marine science in the WIO region. 
Fellow Membership is awarded to the scientists with outstanding 
work or significant contribution to marine science research in the 
region.

Honorary Memberships were awarded to Emeritus Professor 
Chantal Conand and Professor Ian Bryceson while the Fellow 
Memberships went to Drs. Gilbert David and James Kairo, and 
Professor Matthieu Le Corre. The announcement was made during 
the reception hosted at the Museum and held on the first day of 
the Sixth WIOMSA Scientific Symposium held in St Denis, Reunion 
from 24-29 August 2009. 

PhD students
A number of WIOMSA members were awarded their PhD degrees 
in 2009, including (with their theses titles);

Kenya
i)   Dr Mohamed Omar - Are peri-urban mangrove forests viable? 
Effects of sewage pollution and wood exploitation on the structure 
and development of the mangroves of Mombasa (Kenya)

Madagascar
i)   Etienne Bemanaja - Seabird colonies of the future marine and 
coastal protected areas of the west and north coast of Madagascar: 
ecological and socioeconomic aspects for a sustainable use of the 
resource.
ii)   Landy Amélie Soambola - Ecology and experimental tests of 
aquaculture of hippocampus in the south-west of Madagascar
iii)  Hermann Doris Benivary - Study of the food web of the 
Mozambique Channel: new input using stable isotope analysis
iv)   John Bemiasa - Dynamics of traditional fisheries of anchovies, 
squids and octopus in the south-west of Madagascar
v)   Jean-Charles Lope - Study on the productivity of the lagoon of 
Petriley, Fort Dauphin, Madagascar

Mozambique
i)   Alberto F. Mavume  - Tropical Cyclones in the South-West 
Indian Ocean: Intensity changes, Oceanographic interaction and 
impacts
ii)   Atanásio Manhique - The South Indian Convergence Zone and 
Relationship with Rainfall variability in Mozambique

Tanzania
i)   Sware I. Semesi - Seawater pH as a Controlling Factor in 
Macroalgal Calcification and Photosynthesis has demonstrated 
through laboratory and field experiments at Chwaka and Fumba 
Bays in Zanzibar, Tanzania
ii)   Omar A. Amir - Biology, ecology and anthropogenic threats of 
Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins in east Africa
iii)   Augustine Mwandya  - Fish community patterns in Tanzanian 
mangrove creeks
iv) Baraka Kuguru - Ecophysiological Adaptations of 
Corallimorpharians to Irradiance and Temperature
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The wrap up workshop for the SUCCESS program held on the 11th 
of March 2009 in Bagamoyo, Tanzania marked the official end of 
the five year Sustainable Coastal Communities and Ecosystems 
that was initiated in 2004 in Latin America and in Eastern Africa. 
The high profile SUCCESS wrap-up event was attended by 
project experts, stakeholders from coastal communities, relevant 
government, USAID Officials from Washington and Tanzania, 
Academia, NGOs and other implementing partners.

When the program begun, many wondered whether it would live 
up to its ambitious acronym- SUCCESS; four years on, there is 
consensus amongst partners, peers and the coastal communities 
that benefitted from the program that it has indeed been a success! 
In fact, so successful has it been that SUCCESS has heralded a 
new beginning for projects that have emerged to adopt and further 
its activities! 

These projects include ReCoMaP which has since funded 3 
WIOMSA projects that have stemmed directly from SUCCESS 
activities-  “ Cost Effective Methods to increase food supply, Incomes 

The SUCCESS Program was a col laborat ive in i t ia t ive of  the Univers i ty  of  Rhode 
Is land (CRC-URI)  and the Uni ted States Agency for  Development (USAID) to promote 
Integrated Coasta l  Management,  Susta inable F isher ies and Aquacul ture wor ldwide. 
In Eastern Af r ica,  the programme was implemented by WIOMSA in Col laborat ion wi th 
the Inst i tu te of  Mar ine Sciences ( IMS).

SUCCESS is - 
Paving the Way for  Other Projects

and Employment in Pemba, Mtwara/Lindi and Tanga Coastal 
Communities”; “Pearl Farming and Jewellery Making in Zanzibar: 
Empowering women economically”; and lastly “developing low 
cost, environmentally friendly energy to improve efficiency in current 
mariculture systems in selected villages in Tanzania  with an overall 
objective of  designing, developing and using wind turbines for 
generation power to pump water and produce electricity for finfish 
farming and mother of pearl polishing.

Coastal Resource Center of the University of Rhode Island in 
conjunction the State Department of the The US launched a 
training and exchange program that saw 12 fellows from the 
Zanzibar Pearl Cooperative Intiative visit Rhode Island and New 
York in July-August 2009.

The Tanzania Government creation of a National Aquaculture 
Development Strategy (NADS) and the creation of the division of 
aquaculture in the Department of Fisheries have been infulenced 
by SUCCESS.

Photograph: WIOMSA
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The int roduct ion of  pear l  farming  to Fumba 
peninsular following the production by SUCCESS of the first ever 
artificial pearls in the region. High quality half-pearls can sell for as 
much as US $ 40 dollars each while shell polished jewellery sales 
earns the women engaged in the trade up to US $ 400 per month 
thus raising their living standards and quality of life.  

The int roduct ion of  Communi ty  moni tored 
no-take zones  have resulted in a remarkable recovery of 
the pearl oyster population which was depleted almost beyond 
recovery in 1989. The collection of oysters for food has also 
decreased substantially as the women who previously engaged 
in the activity now have different income generating activities in 
pearl farming, shell polishing, trading and seaweed farming. 
The introduction of spat collectors in place of adult oysters has 
substantially improved the conservation of oysters.

The organizat ion of  the women into groups 
has facilitated easier access to loans from other donors such as 
Tanzania Marine and Coastal Environmental Management Project 
(MACEMP) that have been used for poultry farming, agriculture, for 
seaweed drying and storage and for the construction of a building 
for meetings and display of their products.

The improvement of  mi lk f ish farming  with 
harvests going up from 0.5 tons per hectare to 3 tons per hectare 
and prices rising from 0.4 dollars to 4 dollars through the proper 
selection of markets and the fish farms changing sizes from tens to 
hundreds of hectares.

Dur ing i ts  tenure,  the SUCCESS project  achieved 
several  resul ts that  are h ighl ighted below:
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In the workroom of a master jeweler on Bellevue Avenue, three 
oceans away from their native Zanzibar, two women in flowing 
calve length gowns and colourful head wraps, crank sterling silver 
wire through a roller that will stretch and thin it, little by little, to 
the thickness of a nickel. With encouragement from Will Drake, 
the master jeweler at Three Golden Apples, in Newport, Rhode 
Island, USA the two women, Safia Ali Jecha and Mwanakhamis 
Abdalla Ali, will fashion the sterling silver into a tiny web that 
mimics the structure of Indian Ocean coral. The silver setting will 
make a natural complement for a half-pearl, also known as “mabe 
pearls,” harvested in the waters off the women’s coastal villages 
by men who support their jewellery-making through the Zanzibar 
Women’s Pearl Shellcraft Cooperative. Through a unique program 
spearheaded by the University of Rhode Island, the women (six 
jewel makers in total) apprenticed at the jeweller’s workbench for 
several days in the summer of 2009. 

Bi Safia and Mwanakhamis are among ten Tanzania fellows 
working on jewelry making and pearl oyster farming, who got 

By Semba Masumbuko, wi th excerpts f rom 
Gina Macr is and Teresa Novel l ino

women jewel lery makers and 
pear l  farmers carve thei r  way 

to success!  

Zanzibar Meets Rhode Is land:

the opportunity to visit United States of America for a six weeks 
stay on a cultural exchange program between the 18th of July 
and the 28th of August 2009.  A total of twelve Tanzanians made 
the trip to America, led by a team leader Dr. Narriman Jiddawi a 
Senior Lecturer from the Institute of Marine Sciences in Zanzibar. 
The twelve comprised two male half-pearl growers from Zanzibar 
and Mafia island; the six women; two students from Institute of 
Marine Sciences who also served as extension agents of the pearl 
farming and jewellery making program and a marketing officer 
from the World Wildlife Fund in Tanzania. The exchange program 
was organized by the Coastal Resource Center of the University 
of Rhode Island in conjunction the State Department of the United 
States of America and the Institute of Marine Sciences.

While the women grew their expertise in jewellery design with 
Will Drake, the men worked at the American Mussel Harvesters 
in North Kingstown and Matunuck Oyster Farm, learning how 
they might improve their own harvest of cultured half-pearls, also 
called button pearls or mabe (pronounced mah-bay) pearls. The 

Photograph: Semba Masumbuko, “Noses to the grind stone, fellows hard at work in the workshop,” Rhode Island, USA
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men are hoping that with the help of donated materials, they can 
eventually start a larger cultured mabe pearl business in Zanzibar. 
The operation is very small currently, with just over 100 oysters in 
the water.

All 10 fellows attended class at Coastal Resource Centre, learning 
about Shellfish sanitation, the business end of oyster farming 
including the marketing of jewellery and the systematic methods for 
setting price points. They attended several trade shows including 
the Cultural Survival Bazaar where they got a chance to display 
their wares. A fund raiser and silent auction highlighting jewellery 
made in Zanzibar was held at the East Greenwich Yacht Club in 
Rhode Island by the Women Jewellery Association, New England 
Chapter.

The six week trip was not all about work and included an interesting 
cultural program that involved catching a Pawtuckett Red Sox game, 
a pow-wow with the Narragansett Indians and a three-day trip to 
New York City.While in New York, the group attended the prestigious 
Jewellery Association New York Summer Show courtesy of Karen 
Golembeski, the President of the Women’s Jewellery Association, 
New England Chapter and one of the organizers of the US Trip. 
The fellows were hosted to a luncheon by the Tanzanite Foundation 
on the 27th of July, where members of the trade and press were 
invited to stop by to learn about their activities. They also paid a 
courtesy call on the Tanzanian Cultural Attaché at the Tanzanian 
Embassy, visited the United Nations and toured Harlem.

The US trip was one of the outputs of the pioneering efforts of Drs. 
Narriman Jiddawi and Aviti Mmochi of Institute of Marine Sciences 
in collaboration with Scientists from the University of Hawaii, Hilo 
working with coastal women gleaners to make jewelry out of shells 
in order to increase income and improve management of the natural 
marine resources in 2004 under the Sustainable Communities and 
Ecosystems program (SUCCESS) involving the Coastal Resources 
Centre of the University of Rhode Island and the Western Indian 
Ocean Marine Association with funding from USAID.  The idea was 
well received by the women of the Fumba Peninsula in Zanzibar, who 
have always depended on collecting clams, oysters, mussels, and 
cockles for food and a meager livelihood. However, uncontrolled 

harvesting had in the recent years led to a decline in bivalve 
populations; a situation that the two scientists sought to reverse. 
The group first learnt how to produce and sell simple jewelry made 
from seashells—doubling the monthly income of many of these 
women. Next, they trained the men (and a few women) to cultivate 
half-pearls—a process involving implanting plastic nucleus in a live 
oyster shell and waiting for a period between 9 to 12 months until 
the animal covers it with nacre, creating a luminescent pearl. High 
quality half-pearls can sell for as much as US $ 40 dollars each, 
creating the opportunity to further increase the income of these 
local entrepreneurs.

The first pearl harvest was in February 2007, and produced very 
impressive results; thus showing a clear need to establish additional 
small-scale commercial pearl farms, strengthen the entrepreneurial 
and organizational skills of the women’s groups, develop 
marketing plans, and take steps to ensure the socioeconomic and 
environmental sustainability of these efforts. This required training 
in small business skills and entrepreneurship and environmental 
stewardship thus a long awaited dream became a reality when the 
Tanzania fellows flew to Rhode Island, a state with long standing 
history in jewelry industry in United States of America. The group 
returned home in September and begun work on part of a three 
month work plan that they prepared in America.

At the end of October, two months after the US based leg of the 
fellowship program; ten Americans led by Dr. Elin Torell came to 
Zanzibar to provide follow-up support to the Tanzanian fellows.  The 
US professionals, involved in this visit, included jewelry makers, 
aquaculture, and small business development experts, all of whom 
had hosted the fellows on a home stay stint and an internship 
process during the exchange program in America. They provided 
one-on-one support to commercial-scale half-pearl farmers and 
jewelry makers including building relations with Tanzanian and 
international half-pearl and jewelry buyers to ensure market access; 
finalizing the business and marketing plans initiated during the US 
visit; developing a long-term plan for the resource group to provide 
leadership in the development of a national half-pearl industry and 
fostering value chains with producers who use high standards of 
environmental stewardship.

Photograph: Semba 
Masumbuko, Fellows pose 
with Red Indian Chief, USA



DIARY OF THE YEAR 
Photo Gal lery

LEFT: Dr. Nyawira Muthiga 
gives a speech during 
the he opening of the 6th 
Symposium. The symposium 
took   place on th 24-29.08.09 
at l’ Université de la Réunion 
in La Réunion
RIGHT TOP: Claes Kjellstrom 
presents Matthieu Le Corre a 
fellowship membership award
RIGHT BOTTOM: Symposium 
participants at the poster  
session of the 6th symposium
BOTTOM LEFT: Prof. Matthieu 
Le Corre (Local Organizing 
Commitee Chair ), Dr. Muthiga 
(the then WIOMSA President) 
and Mr. Paul Vergès (The 
President of the Regional 
Council of Reunion at the 
Official closing ceremony of 
the symposium
BOTTOM RIGHT: Student 
Awards and photo 
competition Award winners 
pose with  Regional Council 
officials and the Scientific 
Committee

ABOVE: WIO-COMPAS 
Regional Assessors and 
the Secretariat at the 
Training of Assessors 
Workshop held  in 
Nairobi from the 16-
19.06.2009
RIGHT: MPA Pro 
Candidates at 
the L 202 French 
Certification Event held 
on the 11-16.07.2009  
in  Antatanarivo 
Madagascar



TOP RIGHT & LEFT, BOTTOM: Participants at the 8th  
MASMA Grantees Meeting held in Dar es Salaam from the 
21st-24th of October 2010
RIGHT: The MASMA Program Committee Chair, Ian 
Bryceson shows off his Honorary Membership award 
presented to him at the Grantees Meeting in Dar es Salaam

LEFT & RIGHT: 
Participants of the 
workshop Mariculture 
in the WIO- Region, 
challenges and 
prospects visit the first 
Bivalve farm in Fumba 
and later purchase 
jewellery in Bweleo, 
Zanzibar
BOTTOM LEFT: Dr. 
Muthiga poses with 
the New Board and the 
Secretariat, in Nairobi, 
November 2010.

RIGHT: The Tanzanian fellows take part in a traditional Indian 
dance during their visit of the USA in July- August 2010



TOP: Participants in a plenary session
CENTRE: Nyawira and Matthieu declare the Closing 
Gala Dinner officially open
BOTTOM LEFT: Participants take in the breath taking 
view on their way to Piton La Fournaise
BOTTOM RIGHT: James Kairo accepts his fellow 
membership award 

ABOVE: Gilbert David accepts his fellow 
membership award
BELOW: Dr. Mshai Mwangola and Yvonne Owuor, 
Agakhan University at the Closing Gala



DIARY OF THE YEAR 
Photo Gal lery

TOP LEFT: Partying Mozambican style
TOP RIGHT: Chantal Conand accepts her Honorary 
Membership award
ABOVE: Terry Done delivers a keynote presentation
LEFT: Braving the chill at volcano view point!
BOTTOM LEFT: The fellows visit an Indian Jewellery shop
BOTTOM RIGHT: The fellows at the Tanzania Consulate in 
New York
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WESTERN INDIAN OCEAN MARINE 
SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED 31/12/2009

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 2009

   2009 2008  

ASSETS  US$ US$  

Building    315,267.90       315,267.90   

Furniture        5,000.00           5,000.00   

Cash and Bank  2,119,654.58      399,754.13   

Advance Payments  6,467.93        72,759.41   

Sub-total  2,446,390.41      792,781.44   

Less Projects balances  2,126,774.71      495,070.46   

Total net Assets  319,615.70      297,710.98   

Financed by                         

Accummulated Funds  286,225.59      265,530.23   

Trust Fund  33,390.11        16,301.99   

Bank Loan  -        15,878.76   

TOTAL  319,615.70      297,710.98   
 

   2009 2008  

   US$ US$  

Balance b/f   399,754.13      604,824.22   

Add Income received          

Other Income   632,568.46      625,626.23   

Interest Income   1,805.00          1,257.21   

Masma Income   3,649,745.63   1,897,359.00   

Total Amount Available   4,683,873.22   3,129,066.66   

Less Payments          

Masma Payments   1,947,034.50   2,116,320.14   

Other Payments    633,099.26       619,990.12   

Total payments   2,580,133.76   2,736,310.26   

          

Excess of receipt over payments  2,103,739.46      392,756.40   

Add back Amount transferred to  Trust funds 15,915          6,998.00   

Net excess of receipt over payments  2,119,654.58      399,754.40   
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WESTERN INDIAN OCEAN MARINE 
SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2009

PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTING POLICIES 

This Financial Statement has been prepared based on the following policies 

1) BASIS OF ACCOUNTING 

�� Transactions are recorded on cash basis i.e. Income and 
expenditure are recognized when is received or paid 
respectively. 

��� Financial statement is prepared on the historical cost basis of 
accounting and records are kept on historical cost. 

2) DEPRECIATION 
All purchases except purchase of fixed assets are expensed 
during the period of procurement. 

3) FOREIGN EXCHANGE TRANSLATION 
Transactions denominated in other currencies are recorded and 
reported into the reporting currency at the rate ruling on the 
transaction date and closing balances at the closing rate. 
 

4)  ADVANCE PAYMENTS. 
This constitutes of overdrawn projects of which its subsequent 
tranches are expected soon.  

     
     5)  PROJECT BALANCES. 

 This constitutes of those projects with credit balances. 
  

1) SOURCES OF FUNDS 
WIOMSA is mainly funded by SIDA under MASMA program; 
other donors normally contribute or finance specific activity(s) 
and lasts when the financed project or activity is completed. 
Other sources include sale of WIOMSA products such as 
journals and books, membership fees and registration fees from 
WIOMSA Symposium.  
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

SECRETARIAT
(Including Country Coordinators)

The Organisational Structure of the WIOMSA

WIOMSA’s Vision: By 2010, WIOMSA will be widely recognized as a leader 
in promoting the development of marine and coastal science professionals, 
advancing marine and coastal science, and promoting the conservation and 

sustainable development of coastal and marine environments.

CAPACITY BUILDING SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH COMMUNICATION/
EXTENSION

PROGRAMME
AREAS

PROJECTS

OTHERS CAPACITY BUILDING
FOR ICM

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

DEMOS/
EXTENSION

MARINE SCIENCE
FOR MANAGEMENT OTHERS
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